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he  history  of  the  birth  of  Neohellenic  painting  starts  in  the  eighteenth
century,  one hundred years  before  the outbreak of  the Greek War  of
Independence,  in  the  still  divided  territories  between  Ottoman  and
Venetian rule.  Four  generations of  artists living and active in  the Venetian
ruled Ionian Isles realised what is commonly held to be the Renaissance of
Greek  painting.1 Panaghiotis  Doxaras  (1662-1729),  and  his  contemporary
Jeronymos  Plakotos (1662?-1728),  Nikolaos  Doxaras  (1705? –1775),  Nikolaos
Koutouzis  (1741-1831) and Nikolaos Kantounis  (1767-1834) are the five main
protagonists  of  the  so-called  ‘Heptanese  School’,  the  first  school  of
Neohellenic painting, which developed in the Heptanese Islands in the Ionian
Sea.2 Dealing the decisive blow to Byzantine traditional painting, these artists
abandoned the old maniera in favour of the al naturale realising a “breach
with the past”.3 More specifically, in all relevant studies they are presented as
having  consciously  “westernised  and  secularised  Greek  orthodox
ecclesiastical painting”4. They substituted the technique of egg-tempera on
wooden panels  for the use of oils  and oil-varnishes on canvas, introduced
changes  to  the  iconographic  programs  of  Greek  orthodox  church
decorations,  and  widely  imitated  Italian  compositions  and  style  in  both
religious,  and in particular  ecclesiastical,  and secular  works.  Characterised
variably  as  “italian-greek  painting”,  or  “Heptanese  naturalism”,  the  works
produced  throughout the eighteenth century  in  the Isles  by  the native or
fugitive artists who were active there, came to epitomise a new era for Greek
art.5
The view of a  Heptanese as a  Greek Renaissance, first introduced in
1902, went unchallenged for almost 50 years. In the 1950s, however, it began
to  be  openly  disputed,  causing  thereafter  heated  debates  among  art
historians.6  More specifically,  the innovations introduced by the Ionian Isle
artists  to  religious  and  particularly  to  ecclesiastical  art,  were  now  argued
against as indicative of a “wilful  surrender” to “total  westernisation”, which
was judged as far too bold and ultimately non-characteristic of the history of
Greek art. The “totally italianised” art of the artists of the Heptanese School
was now generally dismissed as neither conforming to nor representing the
Greek nation as a whole.7
In  the  1970s  a  compromise  was  reached  among  scholars  on  the
debate of the ‘Greekness’ of the Heptanese contribution to Neohellenic art.
The  School  began  now  to  be  regarded  as  a  brief  spell  of  a  proto
Renaissance, preferably evaluated as a phenomenon, which was limited to
the specific area of the Ionian Isles and chronologically enclosed within the
eighteenth  century.  The term coined in  essays  on Neohellenic  art  was  “a
closed phenomenon”, which as such, neither spread nor affected the rest of
subjugated  Greece  in  any  way.8 Whilst  the  debate  on  the  role  of  the
Heptanese School in Neohellenic art has today reached what may be seen
T
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as a standstill, the lives and works of its protagonists and not least the social,
religious and political  environment in which they lived  and produced their
works, remains very much unknown territory, and thus liable to offer surprises.
The study  of  the written works  of  Panaghiotis  Doxaras,  the founder  of  the
Heptanese School, offers today one such possibility.9 
A  Peloponnesian  by  birth,  the  cavaliere,  Panaghiotis  Doxaras,  spent
most of his life in the Heptanese area, where his family fled after the Ottoman
invasion of the Peloponnese.10  After a four-year apprenticeship to Leo or Ilias
Moschos,  a post-Byzantine Cretan refugee painter  in  Zante,  he  began his
independent career as an artist mainly  in Corfu and Lefkas,  which was to
grant  him  the title  of  “founder  and father  of  the Heptanese  School”  and
“pioneer artist” in the history of  Greek painting.11 The common  topos in  all
references to Doxaras since 1843, when his life and works first became known,
is  that  in  the  last  decade  of  his  life  he  almost  single-handedly  not  only
methodically denounced the “old Byzantine ways” proposing instead, by his
artistic  practice,  the  introduction  of  “pure  Italian  painting”  into  Greek
orthodox  churches,  but  sought  to  systematise  and  propagate  his
“revolutionary aesthetic ideals” by setting them in writing.12
Two manuscript  anthologies  of  translated  texts  chosen  from  sources
such as DuFresne’s edition of 1651 of Leonardo da Vinci’s so-called  Trattato
della  Pittura  and  Alberti’s Tre Libri  della  Pittura,  or  Andrea  Pozzo’s  Breve
istruttione per dipingere a fresco, known as Techne Zografias-1720 [The Art of
Painting 1720], an incomplete work,  and  Techne Zografias-1724 [The Art of
Painting 1724]  a richer  and better work  in many ways and above all  one
original  treatise  bearing  the  title  Peri  Zografias  kata  to  1726 [On  Painting
Around 1726], all three extant today dispersed between Venice and Greece,
verified   the  alleged  will  of  Doxaras  to  “prepare  the  ground”  and  to
“propagate” the new aesthetic ideals  he  was  proposing  in  his  paintings.13
“Practice and theory went hand in hand”, scholars agreed.14  
Despite the fact that the documentary evidence did not allow for safe
conclusions  regarding  the  dissemination  of  these  works  and  even  more
importantly,  despite  the  fact  that  the  manuscripts  and  their  contents
remained insufficiently analysed,15 their key role in the history of Neohellenic
painting, remained constantly emphasised by art historians and by historians
of  Neohellenic  literature  alike.16 Doxaras’s  Peri  Zografias  kata  to  1726,  the
“landmark  treatise  of  Neohellenic  painting”  considered  as  his  “theoretical
apology” and “a distillation of his personal study of Italian painting and of his
technical  experience”  inevitably  attracted  the  most  attention.17 Its
importance was stressed in each and every relevant study, all  the more so,
since from the first  publication of its  contents in 1871, it  was compared to
another  contemporary  written  work,  the  Hermeneia  tis  zografikis  technis
[Treatise on the Art of Painting] by Dionysius from Fourna, a monk from Mt.
Athos,  living  in  Ottoman-ruled  mainland  Greece.18 The  two  works  were
henceforth  insistently  presented  as  two  extreme  and  antithetical  poles,
representative of the Greek reality of the divided subjugated nation. On the
one hand, Dionysius in his ‘manual’ was calling for adherence to Byzantine
canons,  recipes  and  techniques,  proposing  the  fourteenth  century  artist
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Manuel Panselinos as the exemplary artist to be imitated,19 whilst on the other,
Doxaras in his treatise was proposing the substitution of the  dry and crude
maniera of Byzantine art with the pastose and tender al naturale, the use of
oil  technique and oil  varnishes  and the Venetian Golden Age triumvirate,
Titian, Tintoretto and particularly Veronese, as the model  to be followed by
young artists. 20
Identified with  differences  in  religious  ideals  in  the divided territories,
which ultimately implied differences in the sense of national identity, the two
works  came  to  represent  “two  different  worlds”.21 Yet,  if  the  juxtaposition
allowed  the  treatise  on  painting  by  Doxaras  to  acquire  an  enhanced
importance, the systematic analysis of its texts was to prove its proposed role
dramatically overemphasised.
The long overdue comparative study of the Peri Zografias kata to 1726
treatise on western and more specifically Italian art literature proved in 1998
that the manuscript was in fact an anthology of translated texts selected from
Italian  editions.22 Extracts  were  chosen  by  Doxaras  from  Marco  Boschini’s
second  introduction  to  his  celebrated  Le  ricche  minere  della  pittura
veneziana, published in Venice, in 167423 and from a recent edition of the
encyclopaedia of art L’Abcedario Pittorico, published in Bologna in 1719, the
author  of  which  was  the  Bolognese  Carmelite  monk  Pellegrino  Antonio
Orlandi.24 The treatise had thus never been an “original theoretical work”, but
had  always  been  another  manuscript  anthology  of  translated  texts  from
Italian art literature, even sharing one translation with the manuscript extant
today in the Biblioteca Marciana, the Techne Zografias-1720, which has also
gone unnoticed.25
The fallacious conclusion of the work as an “original treatise on the art
of  painting”,  albeit  partly  justified  undoubtedly  by  the lack  of  mention  of
sources  in  the  manuscript,26 inevitably  leads  today  to  a  thorough  re-
examination of many of the conclusions drawn in related reception studies
regarding its  alleged role  in the oeuvre of Panaghiotis Doxaras,  or equally
aspects of the life and the role of the painter and translator himself. All  the
more  so,  since,  as  shall  be demonstrated immediately,  the choice of  the
specific sources and their assimilation indicate a milder interpretation of his
alleged will to revolutionise the existing painting practices of his time, than has
so far been put forward by scholars. 
The  carefully  chosen  extracts  from  specific  sources  and  their
assimilation in the Peri Zografias kata to 1726 seem to reflect how Panaghiotis
Doxaras was in fact codifying the reality for artists active in the first decades of
the eighteenth century in the Venetian-ruled Isles. The texts, all  didactic in
character  and  obviously  addressed  to  the  young  student  of  the  art  of
painting,  echo  the  naturally  felt  admiration  for  Venice  and  the  Venetian
Golden Age by the young artists of the Isles, who are known to have been
visiting  and  even  studying  in  the  Serenissima  even  before  the eighteenth
century.27 The  apprenticeship  practice  of  selective  study  from  western
Stampe e Disegni was already accepted and the use of new materials, such
as varnishes and oil paints, by that time easily accessible to the artists living in
the Venetian-ruled territories, was already widespread. The Peri Zografias kata
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to 1726 may thus be now regarded more as a codification of the reality of
artistic and aesthetic ideals and practices already acceptable and current in
eighteenth-century  Ionian  Isle  workshops  and  less  as  a  revolutionary
assimilation  of  translations  carefully  selected  to  propose  personal  and
innovative principles and techniques on the art of painting.28
Ensuing  comparative  study  of  the  contents  of  all  the  three  known
written works by Panaghiotis Doxaras further revealed that the misconception
of the originality of Peri Zografias kata to 1726 had not been the only mistaken
conclusion drawn by scholars. Despite the thrice affirmed identity of the scribe
of the three extant manuscripts as unequivocally Panaghiotis Doxaras, a new
cross-examination of the handwriting proved that he had been the scribe of
only two of the three works. The incomplete Manuscript extant today in the
Biblioteca Marciana bearing in its long descriptive title Panaghiotis’s name as
author and translator of its texts was in fact a work written by the hand of his
first-born  son,  active in  the second generation of  artists  of  the  Heptanese
School,  Nikolaos  Doxaras.29 More  specifically,  the  Techne  Zografias-1720  is
considered today as an incomplete copy of a missing work by Panaghiotis
Doxaras.30 As such, it certifies Nikolaos’s involvement with his father’s written
works.  Moreover,  the  partly  completed  illustrations  contained  in  the
Manuscript become a valuable documentation enriching the still very much
unknown and probably early oeuvre, of the painter of the second-generation
of the Heptanese School.31 
Recent evidence, allows us finally to substantiate that the engagement
of Nikolaos with his father’s written works was not limited to the incomplete
task of copying an anthology of translations. The first-born son had also been
the owner of the Peri Zografias kata to 1726 manuscript, since his handwriting
has now been safely identified in a recipe written in Italian on its folio 1r.32 The
particular recipe entitled Dose per fare il sottoespresso metale di Color d’oro
come segue [a recipe written in Italian of a blend of zinc, copper and pork
lard],  is  proof  furthermore  that  Nikolaos  had  not  only  owned  but  also
amplified the contents of the anthology in this way.33  
In  conclusion, although the study of Neohellenic  art seems suddenly
deprived of the hero-innovator who had taken the burden of the Heptanese
Renaissance on his shoulders as author of an original treatise, it has gained a
translation work, which sheds ample light on aspects of the history of art, as it
really was in the Ionian Isles of the eighteenth century. Furthermore, the new
evidence regarding the engagement of the son with the written works by the
father has certified the, until  now only suspected, relationship between the
two protagonists of the Heptanese School,34 and has also added a significant
work to Nikolaos’s early oeuvre. 
Whilst piece by piece aspects of the story of the life and works of father
and  son  are  still  being  revealed  and  put  together,  the  history  of  the
Heptanese School discloses step-by-step its long kept secrets. Compromised
or not as a “closed phenomenon”, the first School of painting in the history of
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